Assessing Barriers to Neurosurgical Care in Sub-Saharan Africa: The Role of Resources and Infrastructure.
Quantitative estimates of surgical capacity and infrastructure and perceived care limitations in low-resource countries are essential baseline measures that can provide strategies for improving access to surgical care. Information about these barriers in Africa is scarce, particularly with respect to neurosurgery. We conducted a survey to better understand the unmet surgical need and resources available for the care of neurosurgery patients in Sub-Saharan Africa. Using SurveyMonkey, we administered a neurosurgery-specific survey to neurosurgery attending surgeons and residents in Sub-Saharan African countries. Key outcome measures included workforce, access to imaging modalities and instruments, volume and breakdown of neurosurgical cases, and perceived limitations of care. We obtained a 41% survey response (129/314 sent). In addition to the expected large gap in workforce between low- and high-income countries, we found a dramatic paucity of neurosurgical resources in Central Africa, whereas specific pockets in West and South Africa have better neurosurgical care. Access to neuroimaging was not a major limitation in Sub-Saharan African countries. The most commonly perceived limitations of care included infrastructure, anesthesia/nursing availability, wait times, and strength of training. This large survey defines important self-perceived limitations to care within neurosurgery and highlights the importance of infrastructure and allied professions in this role. A clear understanding of areas of focus will enable a more efficient and sustainable response to the limitations in surgical care in low-resource areas.